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On the Asymptotic Behavior of the Solutions of
Some Third and Fourth Order Non- Autonomous
Differential Equations
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Tadayuki HARA*

I.

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the asymptotic behavior
of the solutions of non-autonomous differential equations of the form

(1.1)

x

(1.2)

x+a(t)x+b(t)x + c(t)h(x) = p(t, x9 x, x),

(1.3)

x+a(t)f(x9

(1.4)

x' + a(t)f(x)x + b(t)<t>(x9 oc} + c(t}g(x}+d(t)h(x}

x)x+b(f)g(x9

x}x + c(t}h(x} = p(t 9 x, x9 #),
= p(t9 x9 x9 x9

where functions appeared in the equations are real valued. The dots indicate differentiation with respect to t and all solutions considered are assumed to be real.
The problem is to give conditions to ensure that all solutions of (1.1),
(1.2), (1.3) and (1.4) tend to zero as t—>oo. This problem has received a
considerable amount of attention during the past twenty years, particulary
when equations are autonomous. Many of these results are summarized in
In Q17] K.E. Swick considered the behavior as t—»oo of solutions of
the differential equations

(1.5)
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(1.6)
where a is a positive constant. In [16] he also considered the asymptotic
stability in the large of the trivial solution of the equations

(1.7)
(1.8)

*+/(*, x,

In [6] the author established the conditions under which all solutions
of the non-autonomous equations (1.1)~(1.3) tend to zero as £— >oo.
In this paper we obtain the conditions weaker than that obtained in
Recently the author (pTj) studied the asymptotic behavior of solutions of
(1.9)

x+a(t)f(x, x, x}x+b(t)g(x, *)

under the condition that

But here we consider the equations (1.3) and (1.4) under the weaker condition that
as \x \—> oo.

In [7~] the author also investigated the asymptotic behavior of the
solutions of the equation
(1.10)

'#+/(#)'# + #(*, x} + g(x} + h(x}=p(t, x, x, x, x).

This time we study the non-autonomous equation (1.4). The results
obtained here contains the author's result in [T].
The main tools used in this work are Liapunov functions and the generalized Yoshizawa's Theorem ([21; Theorem 14.2]).
The author whishes to express his appreciation to Dr. M. Yamamoto
of Osaka University for his invaluable advice and warm encouragement.
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2. Assumptions and Statements of the Results
Theorems 1 and 2 are concerned with the differential equation (1.3).
We assume the following assumptions on the functions appeared in (1.3).
Assumptions for Theorems 1 and 2.
(at)

a(£), b(t), c(t) are positive and continuously differentiate

functions

in I=[0, oo).

(a2) p(t, x, j, z} is continuous in IxR3.
(a3) h(x) is continuously differentiate for all x^R1.
(a4) f(x, y),fx(x, j), g(x9 j) and gx(x, y) are continuous for all

Hereafter we use the following notations.
a+(0==max(a'(0, 0),
so that a'(t)=a'+(t)—a'-(t).

ol(0

Likewise, we denote

&'+(0 = max (&'(*), 0),

6_(0= m*x (-6'(0. 0),
-c'(^) 5 0).

Theorem 1. Suppose that the assumptions (ai)~(a 4 )
following conditions are satisfied:
(i)

A^a(t)^aQ>09

(iii)

gi^g(x, y)^gQ>Q,

(iv)

xh(x^)>Q

B^b(t)^b0>Q,

C^c(t)^cQ>Q for

ygx(x, y)^0

for all (x,

Cx

(x9^0), H(x) = \ A(f)c?f-^oo fls|#|—*oo,

o go

(vi) ^
fi is an arbitrarily fixed constant satisfying
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(vii)

\ c'+(
Jo

(viii)

\p(t, x, y,
where p, A are constants such that O^pgl, J^O and pi(t),
/>2(0 are non-negative continuous functions satisfying,

(ix)

\"pl(t)dt<oo

(» = 1, 2).

JO

If A is sufficiently
bounded and satisfies

small, then every solution x(t) of (1.3) is uniform-

x(t)->Q9

x(t)->0,

x(t)-+Q

as t-»oo.

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1, we have the following
result on (1.1).
Corollary 1. Suppose that the assumption (ax) and the conditions (i),
(vii) of Theorem 1 hold and in addition the following conditions are satisfied:
(v)'

a 0 6 0 -C>0,

(vi)'

ja

(ix)7

(

Jo

/

-

\p(f)\dt<<x>.

Then every solution x(t) of (1.1) is uniform-bounded and satisfies
x(t)-*Q,

#00-»0,

x(t)-*Q

as ^->oo.

And also we have the following Corollary 2 concerning the equation
(1.2).
Corollary 2e Suppose that the assumptions (a1)^(a3) and the conditions (i), (iv), (vii) of Theorem 1 hold and the following conditions are
satisfied:
(v)'

(vi)'

A
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(viii)'
(ix)'

\

Then every solution x(t} of (1.2) is uniform-bounded and satisfies
#(£)-»(),

£(£)-»0,

x(t)->0

as t->oo.

Remark. Theorem 1 extends the author's earlier results, that is,
Corollaries 1 and 2 coincide with Corollary 1 and Theorem 1 in £6] respectively.
In []4], J.O.C. Ezeilo studied the equation

(2.1)

v+fi(*, *)*+/2(*)+/3(*) = X*> x, x, *)

where p(t, x, y, z) satisfies the condition (viii) of our Theorem 1. He
required the boundedness and integrability of the functions pi(f) and />2(0.
Here we only assume the integrability of pi(t) and jp2(0Observe that the condition (v) in Theorem 1 is the usual < generalized
Routh-Hurwitz conditions >.
Theorem 2. Suppose that the assumptions (#i)~(a 4 ) hold and the
following conditions are satisfied:
(i) A^a(t)^aQ>Q,
(ii) /(*, j)^/ 0 >0,

B^b(t^bQ>0, C^c(0^c 0 >0 for
yfx(x, j)^0 for all (*,

(m) g(x, y)^g 0 >0, ygg(x, j)^0 for all (x,
(iv)

xh(x)>Q

(x^O),

H(x) = (Xh(f)d$-^oo

as

(v)

(vi)

{o/+(0 + 6 / +(0+k / (OI}^< 0 0 » c7(0-*0 as
where p, J ere constants such that O ^ p ^
c^ non-negative continuous functions satisfying,

(viii)

( pf(t)dt<oo
o

// J es sufficiently

(f = l, 2).
small, then every solution x(t) of (1.3) fs uniform-
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bounded and satisfies
*0)-»0,

£(0-»0,

£(0-»0 as t->°o.

Remark 8 In Theorem 2 the functions f(x, y) and g(x9 y) are not
generally bounded above. Here also we do not need the boundedness
of the functions pi(t) and JD 2 (0- Theorem 2 is the extension of the author's earlier result ((J5; Theorem 2]).
We turn now to the fourth order differential equation (1.4). We make
the following assumptions on the functions appeared in (1.4).
Assumptions for Theorem 3«

(A^
(A2}

a(£), b(t\ c(t) and d(t) are positive and continuously
tiate functions in I=\J), oo ).
f(z) is continuously differentiate for all z^R1.

differen-

, z} and -^-(y, z} &re continuous for all (y,
(A 4)
(A5)
(AQ)

g(y) is continuously differentiate for all
h(x} is continuously differentiate for all
p(t9 x, y, z, w) is continuous in IxR*.

In Theorem 3, the following notations are used:

Theorem 3. Suppose that the assumptions (A1)^(A6)
there exist positive constants such that
(i)

A^

D^d(t)^dQ>0
(ii) /W^/o>0
(in) gi(ytego>0

(iv)

xh(x)>0

(x^Q),

for
for all
for all

H(x) =

h(f)dg->oo

as

hold and that
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(v)

0,(y, z)£0, «&(y, 0) = 0

(vi)

***&J!L-MW*£.
2:
lily fi0
where £0 zs <z sufficiently small positive constant,
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(vii) a 0 &oco/o0o go - C2 go g'(
for all (y, z)e# 2 ,

(viii)

g'(y^-,

oa

o/o c o

(ix) /i(0-/(0
(x)

f{| a'(0 1 + 6^
o

(xi)
p, J flrg constants such that
jD2(0 ^ non-negative continuous functions satisfying ',
fl

(xii)

( pi(t)dt<oo

Jo

// J /s sufficiently
bounded and satisfies

(f = l, 2).

small, then every solution x(t) of (1.4) /s uniform-

Remark. Theorem 3 extends the author's result [7] to the nonautonomous equation (1.4). Theorem 3 also contains the results obtained
by J.O.C. Ezeilo [4], M. Harrow [11] and M. A. Asmussen [1]. Note
that also we do not require the boundedness of pi(t) and /?2(0 here.
3e Auxiliary Lemmas
Consider a system of differential equations
/q 1 \
^O.IJ

v

ty.

v\

A ^ j T ^ C , A.)

where X = (xL3 .., $„) and F(t, X) is continuous in IxRn(I= [05oo)).
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The following Lemma 1 is well-known
Lemma 1. Suppose that there exists a continuously differentiate function F(t, X) defined on zel, \\X\\^R, where R may be large, which satisfies the following conditions :
(i) a(\\X\\)^r(t, Jf)^6(||Z||), where a(r)e=C7 (a family of continuous and increasing functions), a(r)—>oo as r-»oo and
(ii)

? (3 .l,(

Then the solutions of (3.1) are uniform bounded.
Next we consider a system of differential equations
(3.2)

X = F(

where F(t, X} and G(t, X) are continuous on IxQ
open set in Rn). We assume
(3.3)

\\G(t, WlZG^t,

(J=[]0, oo), Q: an

X)+G2(X)

where GI(£, X} is non-negative continuous on IxQ and \ GI(S, X)ds is
Jo
bounded for all t whenever X belongs to any compact subset of Q, and
G2(X) is non-negative continuous in Q.
The following Lemma is a simple extension of the well-known result
obtained by T. Yoshizawa [21; Theorem 14.2].
Lemma 2. Suppose that there exists a non-negative continuously differentiable function V(t, X} on IxQ such that F r (3i2 )(^ J X}^ — W(X), where
W(X} is positive definite with respect to a closed set Q in the space Q.
Moreover, suppose that F(t9 X} of the system (3.1) is bounded for all t
when X belongs to an arbitrary compact set in Q and that F(t9 X) satisfies
the following two conditions with respect to Q :
(a) F(t, X} tends to a function H( X) for JfeJ2 as £— »oo, and on
any compact set in Q this convergence is uniform.
(b) Corresponding to each e>0 and each Fe J2, there exist a d(e, F)
and a T(s, F) such that if \\X- Y\\<d(e, F) and t^T(s9 F), we have
\\F(t, X)-F(t, F)||<£. And suppose that
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(c) G2(X) is positive definite with respect to a closed set & in the
space Q.
Then, every bounded solution of (3.2) approaches the largest semi-invariant set of the system X = H(X) contained in Q as £-»oo.
Proof of Lemma 2. The proof runs analogously as the original proof
[21; p. 52-p. 61] using the fact that for any A>0
ct+\

\

G 2 (a;(s))c?s—»0

as £—»oo

whenever x(f) approaches to Q as t—>oo e.g.
4, Proof of Theorem 1
In this section it will be assumed that X=(x9 y, z) and \\X\\
We consider, in place of (1.3), the equivalent system

y=

(4.1)

Consider the Liapunov function defined by

(4.2)

V0(t, x, y, z} =

where k is a non-negative constant to be determined later in the proof.
Let » = -—-, then we have
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Since A^&'OX we have
Then it follows

2hlH(x}^h2(x}.

and

(4.3)

The left hand side of (4.3) = 250H(x)+(j2(l-80')H(x)+
\

The right hand side of (4.3) = 2<yoF(» J-^/sn -fi-Wf^

Hence we have

.,}y[.,
VV(1-0 (>)&!/

LlL
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If we take SQ as 1 -- -— >80>Q, we have

Here we take 81 as a°f°~/* >S1>0, then

and we can find a positive number Dl such that

(4.4)

V,(t,

x^

It is easy to see that there exist two continuous functions w^r) and
w2(r) such that
(4.5)

Wl(||Z]|)

^ F0(«, *, y, *) £

for all JTe^?3 and ^e/ where ^(z^eC/P (a family of continuous increasing positive definite functions), ^(7-)—»oo as r— >oo and w2(r)^CL
Along any solution (^(f), y(t), z(t)) of (4.1), we have
(4.6)

^4.!,=
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x)-i

2
fJL

h(x)y-\

1
fJLV

y

)
C
y2t+b(t)y\
gx(x,y)ydy
)

Jo

y,

By the conditions (ii), (iii) and (vi),

1*1) IX*. *• 7'

-(o0/0 - /O*2

Note that

(4.7)
and if we take A < min I flb°*° ~ C^ . °»/»"^ I, we can find a positive
I 2V2(1 + A)
V 2 (!+/«)!
number Z)2 such that

(4.8)

Fo

Now we define

(4.9)
where

V(t, x, y, *) =
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Then it is easily verified that there exist two continuous functions
wi(r), w z (r) satisfying
(4.10)

*i(ll*ll)2£K(f, x> J, *)£*2(ITO

for all X&R3 and ie/ where w\(r)^CIP, »!(/•)-» oo as r->oo and w 2 (r)e
CI.
Along any solution (x(t~), y(f), z(0) of (4.1) we have

Setting A^-g-, we can find a positive number D3 such that
o

(4.11)

V(^-D3(y* + z^.

From the inequalities (4.10), (4.11) and Lemma 1, we see that all the
solutions (x(t), y(t), z(t)) of (4.1) are uniform-bounded.
In the system (4.1) we set

y
-o(0/(*. y)z-b(t)g(x, y)y-c(fih(.x)
(4.12)
0
0

IX*, x> y< *)

)
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then

Let Gl(t9r) =Pl(t) + p2(t){HM + y^ + z^pi2 and
It is clear that F(t9 X) and G^t, X) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.
Let r(X) = D 3 (y 2 + *2), then

and W(X) is positive definite with respect to the closed set & = {(x, j, *)!
I1, j=0, z = 0}. It follows that on Q
0
0

By the condition (i) and (vii), we have c(z)—»£«, as t-*oo where
co^Coo^C 1 . It is also clear that if we take
0

(4.13)

0

then the conditions (a) and (b) of Lemma 2 are satisfied.
Moreover G2(X) is positive definite with respect to the closed set Q
and the condition (c) of Lemma 2 is satisfied.
Since all the solutions of (4.1) are bounded, it follows from Lemma 2
that every solution of (4.1) approaches the largest semi-invariant set of
X = H(X) contained in Q as £—>oo.
From (4.13), X = H(X) is the system
(4.14)

*=0,

j = 0,

z=-coah(x)

which has the solutions x = cl9 y=c2, z = c3 — coah(cl)(t — tQ). To remain
in &, c2 = 0 and c 3 ~-c 0 oA(c 1 )(£ —^ 0 ) = 0 for all £ ^ £ 0 which implies c1 = c3 = 0.
Therefore the only solution of X = H(X) remaining in Q is X=Q9
that is, the largest semi-invariant set of X = H(X) contained in Q is the
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point (0, 0, 0). Then it follows that
*(0->0,

*0)-»0,

#0)-»0 as t-*oo.

Q.E.D.

5. Proof of Theorem 2
Here we consider the system (4.1) and the Liapunov function (4.2),
and denote X=(x, y, z} and \\X\\ = <Jx2 + y2 +z2 .
By the same arguments as before we obtain the estimates (4.4), (4.5)
and (4.6). Then,
(5.1)

K 0{4 .i,S
' g(x,

o

/tl

where ju is an arbitrarily fixed constant satisfying
Note that

where 50, ^i are positive constants determined in the Proof of Theorem le
Then we have
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6(0

°

.

,
J

Using the inequalities (4.4) and (4.7), and taking J<min< —=A?
- -i,
I V2 (! + .«)
-° -

->, we canfindpositive numbers D 4 and D 5 such that
J

(5.2)

Now we define

F(«, *, j, z)

(5.3)
where
r(s)

= D,(a'+(s) + b'+(s)+ \c'(s)\)+

Then there exist two continuous functions Wi(r), w2(r) such that

(5.4)
for all X&R3 and ^e/ where w^r^&CIP, w 2 (r)—>oo as r— >oo and w;2(r)
eCJ.
As in the Proof of Theorem 1,
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Setting k^-=-9 we can find a positive number D6 such that
(5.5)

f(4.i)^The remainder of the proof proceeds just as in the Proof of Theorem 1.
Q.E.D.
6. Proof of Theorem 3
In this section it will be assumed that X=(x, y, z, w) and ||-X"|| =
The equation (1.4) is equivalent to the system
' x= y

(6.1)

y

~Z

Z =W

10 = —a(t)f(z)w — b(t)<f>(y, z) — c(t)g(y) — d(t)h(x) + p(t, x, y, z, w).
Our main tool is the function FQ= V$(t, x, j, z, w) defined by

(6.2)

2F0

+ 2o(0 /(OC d£ + 2&a(t) y / ( O dC + { j9006(0 ~ ^o d(t)} j2
- ^22 + aw;2 + 2 d(i)h(x} y + 2a d(t)h(x)z + 2ac(i)z g(y)

Q
where a — — TT- + S, 0= —
-- h£ and e, k are positive constants to be deterc
ogo
mined later in the proof. We have

(6.3)

2F0 = -
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An elementary computation yields
r Dh0 _ d(Q*'(0 "k Dh

From the condition (vii), we have

then

_
a c
o ofogo
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Q

o c O/0 go

- £ag60cjj/0 g<><fi0(AfQDhQ + Cgo)} + gac0 go-

If we take
s<

(65)}
^

we have

Also using (6.4) we have

n / 2 ^ A I-4 CDh0d0 - ea20

L/J ogQ/lQ

,r ^, o
a^0 ^t o ^c o i/ j o g^o
By (6.5), we have

Further,

Then we obtain

QdQ

667

- ea§60c§/0
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If we take
rfifis
b;

<

^•

then there exists a positive number D± such that

(6.7)
From (6.4) it follows the boundedness of the functions gi(y) and
/iC*), and we can see easily that there exists a positive number D2 satisfying

(6.8)

r

Therefore we have
(6.9)

Di(H(x) + y2
Next along any solution (x(t), y(t)9 z(t)9 w(t}} of (6.1),
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+ 2(0y+z+aw)p(t, x, y, z,

X,

If we take
s0 < 5 < min
ACDhQSQ

we can find a positive number D3 such that

Let Z)4 = max(a, /?, 1), then

Taking J^
(6.10)

^l

Voi/4

, we have

y, z,
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From the assumptions in Theorem 3 and (6.4) we have a positive
number D5 satisfying

(6.11)

-

Note that
(6.12)

(H(x) + y2 +

(6.10), (6.11) and (6.12) show that
(6.13)

V0(6^-

Now we define
(6.14)

V(t, x, y, z, w) = e-^(t}dt'V0(t, x, y, z,

where

Then it is easy to see that there exist two continuous functions
wz(r~) satisfying
(6.15)

WidWDS r(t, x, y, z, w~)^w2(\\X\\)

for all X^R* and ie/

where Wi(r}^CIP, w^r^-^oo as r— »oo and

Along any solution (x(t), y(t)9 z(t}, w(t)} of (6.1) we have
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x) + y2

Setting k ^-5-,
o

(6.16)

we can find a positive number D6 such that
F (6 . 1) ^- J D 6 (j2 + ^ + M,2).

From the inequalities (6.15) and (6. 16), we obtain the uniform boundedness of all the solutions (x(t), y(j), *(»> XO) of (6.1).
In the system (6.1) we set

F(t,X) =

(6.17)
0
0
I p(t, x, j, z, w)

then

Let

and
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It is clear that F(t, X) and Gi(t,X) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.
Let W(X) = D6(y* + z2 + w'i}, then
F^O,

x, y,z,w)^

and W(X) is positive definite with respect to the closed set Q = {(#, y, z,w)\
1
, y=0, * = 0, w = Q}.
It follows that on S
(

0
0
0

By the conditions (i) and (x), we have dfj^-^d^
0< c?o^ cL^IX It is also clear that if we take

as t-*oo where

0
0

(6.18)

H(X) =
0

then the conditions (a) and (b) of Lemma 2 are satisfied.
Moreover G2(JT) is positive definite with respect to the closed set Q
and the condition (c) of Lemma 2 is satisfied.
The remainder of the proof is analogous to that of Theorem 1.
Q.E.D.
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